THE CALL TO

The Course
Experience
The Call to Work Course is a workshop-based experience
teaching participants to attune to God’s presence and
guidance in their hour-by-hour of work and life.

They say when you know better,
you do better, but what happens when

ABOUT THE COURSE
► The Course helps people with the things that keep them up at night:
a difficult decision, a bad boss, an ethical dilemma, issues juggling
work with other priorities, etc.

►The Course offers frameworks, tools and an effective forum for
people to practice putting Scriptural wisdom into action, improving
their response to specific situations.
►The Course facilitates habit and eventually character transformation
towards Christlikeness. This growth brings greater fullness of life,
fostering fruit of the Spirit and enhanced mental, emotional, and
relational capabilities.

you don’t know what to do? I read my
bible and took notes every Sunday. I
knew I wanted to be more like Christ,
but had absolutely no clue on how to
change my ways, my reflexes, my habits. The Call to Work
was the answer to my prayers. Armed with the different
tools and frameworks to process situations, relationships,
and problems both at work and in my personal life, I began
to feel a shift in my thinking and most importantly my
heart...With repetition, TC2W tools have become much
more automatic, more of a way of being than a conscious
exercise. I’m showing up differently and others have begun
to take notice. My relationships have really deepened
and I feel I am now more equipped to live out Christ’s
instructions to Love.
ERIN S
Participant & Leader

THIS COURSE IS FOR YOU IF...
You work for pay or without pay, in the home, office, factory, store, school, or
any other sphere of society, and you resonate with any of the following:

► You are hungry for spiritual growth and transformation
► You feel stuck and are ready to invest in positive change
► You struggle with your coworkers
► You want to grow in your ability to discern God’s will
► You feel disconnected from God in your work
► You’d like to promote justice and flourishing in your workplace,
home and society

► You want to live a more integrated life
► You want to grow in experiential relationship with God

Join us!

THE CALL TO

A TASTE

First Pres Wheaton is pleased to offer
The Call to Work Course this fall. Come for
the Taste event on September 11 to help
you discern if this course is for you, or simply
register for the Course.

ONE 2-HOUR WORKSHOP - $5/PP
Wednesday, September 11, from 6:30pm to 9:00pm, in Stewart Hall. Dinner provided.
► One tool from the Kingdom Orientation Toolkit is presented.
►

The group will practice the use of the tool on a specific work situation and then discuss
personal applications from the case study as well as the overall experience.

The Kingdom Orientation Toolkit helps
us take the Word into our every situation.

THE COURSE

It is the practical application of my daily
devotionals, providing structured steps to

TEN 2-HOUR WORKSHOPS - $100/PP

help me focus on including the Lord in my

Wednesdays, September 18 - November 20, from 7:00pm to 9:00pm

choices in everyday life. The Call to Work
SHELLEY F.
Participant & Leader

teaches us to listen and really hear. It’s a
way of life for me now.

►All three tools are presented.
► The group will practice the use of the tools on a variety of case studies as a group.

The Call to Work is above all else,
practical. People at our church won’t

come to something just to learn ideas.
It has to make a difference in their lives
immediately. TC2W does. We were hoping
to get ten participants, and ended up

►Each week, the group will break out into pairs or triads to practice the tools on personal
work situations.
►Via practice and repetition with the tools, taking hour-by-hour situations and attuning
to God’s presence and guidance, participants cultivate habit and character formation
toward Christlikeness. Desired outcomes include:
►Greater wisdom, peace and purpose to help us with specific situations

getting over 50. People need help with their work from a

►Becoming more like Jesus in our response patterns to daily life

spiritual and theological perspective, and they got it with

►Growing in experiential relationship with God

TC2W. The tools genuinely helped our members with their
work struggles—and they are struggling at work, whether we
know it or not. In TC2W they experienced God’s guidance for

►Noticeable improvements in fullnes of life, interpersonal skills and the ability
to maintain godly perspective in stressful situations

their everyday, real life work situations while also making new
friends in the congregation.
REV. WILL MESSENGER
Reservoir Church

Register online at firstpreswheaton.org/calltowork
Register and pay by check by contacting the church at
office@firstpreswheaton.org

